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In the Night Wood May 28 2022 In this contemporary fantasy, the grieving biographer of a
Victorian fantasist finds himself slipping inexorably into the supernatural world that consumed

his subject. Failed father, failed husband, and failed scholar, Charles Hayden hopes to put his life
back together with a new project: a biography of Caedmon Hollow, the long-dead author of a
legendary Victorian children's book, In the Night Wood, and forebear of his wife, Erin. Deep in
mourning from the loss of their young daughter, they pack up their American lives, Erin gives up
her legal practice, and the couple settles in Hollow's remote Yorkshire mansion. In the
neighboring village, Charles meets a woman he might have loved, a child who could have been
his own daughter, and the ghost of a self he hoped to bury. Erin, paralyzed by her grief, immerses
herself in pills and painting images of a horned terror in the woods. In the primeval forest
surrounding Caedmon Hollow's ancestral home, an ancient power is stirring, a long-forgotten
king who haunts the Haydens' dreams. And every morning the fringe of darkling trees presses
closer. Soon enough, Charles and Erin will venture into the night wood. Soon enough, they'll
learn that the darkness under the trees is but a shadow of the darkness that waits inside us all.
Confessions Of An Ugly Stepsister Jun 16 2021 Is this new land a place where magics really
happen? From Gregory Maguire, the acclaimed author of Wicked, comes his much-anticipated
second novel, a brilliant and provocative retelling of the timeless Cinderella tale. In the lives of
children, pumpkins can turn into coaches, mice and rats into human beings.... When we grow up,
we learn that it's far more common for human beings to turn into rats.... We all have heard the
story of Cinderella, the beautiful child cast out to slave among the ashes. But what of her
stepsisters, the homely pair exiled into ignominy by the fame of their lovely sibling? What fate
befell those untouched by beauty . . . and what curses accompanied Cinderella's exquisite looks?
Extreme beauty is an affliction Set against the rich backdrop of seventeenth-century Holland,

Confessions of an Ugly Stepsister tells the story of Iris, an unlikely heroine who finds herself
swept from the lowly streets of Haarlem to a strange world of wealth, artifice, and ambition. Iris's
path quickly becomes intertwined with that of Clara, the mysterious and unnaturally beautiful
girl destined to become her sister. Clara was the prettiest child, but was her life the prettiest tale?
While Clara retreats to the cinders of the family hearth, burning all memories of her past, Iris
seeks out the shadowy secrets of her new household--and the treacherous truth of her former life.
God and Satan snarling at each other like dogs.... Imps and fairy godmotbers trying to undo each
other's work. How we try to pin the world between opposite extremes! Far more than a mere
fairy-tale, Confessions of an Ugly Stepsister is a novel of beauty and betrayal, illusion and
understanding, reminding us that deception can be unearthed--and love unveiled--in the most
unexpected of places.
Cog Apr 14 2021 Five robots. One unforgettable journey. Their programming will never be the
same. Wall-E meets The Wild Robot in this middle grade instant classic about five robots on a
mission to rescue their inventor from the corporation that controls them all. Cog looks like a
normal twelve-year-old boy. But his name is short for “cognitive development,” and he was built
to learn. But after an accident leaves him damaged, Cog wakes up in an unknown lab—and Gina,
the scientist who created and cared for him, is nowhere to be found. Surrounded by scientists
who want to study him and remove his brain, Cog recruits four robot accomplices for a mission
to find her. Cog, ADA, Proto, Trashbot, and Car’s journey will likely involve much cognitive
development in the form of mistakes, but Cog is willing to risk everything to find his way back
to Gina. In this charming stand-alone adventure, Greg van Eekhout breathes life and wisdom into

an unforgettable character and crafts a story sure to earn its place among beloved classics like
Katherine Applegate’s The One and Only Ivan.
Ash Nov 09 2020 For the beautiful young woman Ash, life has always been arquebuses and
artillery, swords and armour and the true horrors of hand-to-hand combat. War is her job. She
has fought her way to the command of a mercenary company, and on her unlikely shoulders lies
the destiny of a Europe threatened by the depredations of an Infidel army more terrible than any
nightmare. Winner of the BSFA Award for best novel, 2000
Ballistic Kiss Sep 27 2019 "I loved where Kadrey started with this series, but I love where he's
going even more."-- NYT Bestselling author Cory Doctorow Sandman Slim is back in Los
Angeles and kicking more supernatural ass in this inventive, high-octane page-turner—the next
to last volume in the popular and acclaimed fantasy adventure series from New York Times
bestselling author Richard Kadrey. As the battle between warring angels continues, James Stark
is focused on seemingly simpler matters now that he’s resurfaced on earth: an invasion of ghosts.
L.A.’s Little Cairo neighborhood has suddenly been overrun by violent spirits, and Thomas
Abbott knows if anyone can figure out why they’ve appeared—and how to get rid of them—it’s
Stark. Armed with the Room of Thirteen Doors, Stark quickly learns that the answer may reach
back to the 1970s and the unsolved murder of small-time actor, Chris Stein. As he begins to dig
into the cold case, another area of Stark’s life takes an unexpected turn when he becomes
entangled with Janet, a woman he saved during the High Plains Drifter zombie attack. Janet’s
brush with the living dead hasn’t quenched her thirst for danger. She’s an adrenaline junkie and a
member of The Zero Lodge—a club that promises “there’s zero chance you’ll get out alive.” The

Lodge attracts thrill seekers who flock to perilous events such as night walks through the LA
Zoo—with its deadliest animals uncaged. Joining the lodge to be with Janet, Stark makes a pair
of crucial discoveries that could decide the fate of LA and Heaven itself. To prevent the Little
Cairo haunting from consuming the city, Stark must piece together the connections between the
Lodge and a missing angel last seen in a Hollywood porn palace. But while he may dispatch the
ghosts, Stark knows that without his help, the bloody war in Heaven could rage forever.
Bones & All Mar 02 2020 SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE 2015 Alex Award
Recipient! Maren Yearly is a young woman who wants the same things we all do. She wants to
be someone people admire and respect. She wants to be loved. But her secret, shameful needs
have forced her into exile. She hates herself for the bad thing she does, for what it's done to her
family and her sense of identity; for how it dictates her place in the world and how people see
her--how they judge her. She didn't choose to be this way. Because Maren Yearly doesn't just
break hearts, she devours them. Ever since her mother found Penny Wilson's eardrum in her
mouth when Maren was just two years old, she knew life would never be normal for either of
them. Love may come in many shapes and sizes, but for Maren, it always ends the same-with her
hiding the evidence and her mother packing up the car. But when her mother abandons her the
day after her sixteenth birthday, Maren goes looking for the father she has never known, and
finds much more than she bargained for along the way. Faced with a world of fellow eaters,
potential enemies, and the prospect of love, Maren realizes she isn't only looking for her father,
she's looking for herself. Camille DeAngelis' Bones & All is an astonishingly original comingof-age tale that is at once a gorgeously written horror story as well as a mesmerizing meditation

on female power and sexuality.
The Mammoth Book of Best New SF 26 Jun 28 2022 For nearly three decades, Gardner Dozois
has been presenting his weighty and eclectic annual selection of short science fiction that
deserves to be better known to a wider audience. It has consistently been voted Year's Best
Anthology by the readers of Locus magazine, overwhelmingly more often than any other
collection. Unfailingly, Dozois's selection offers the very best stories of the year, showcasing
outstanding new talents alongside acknowledged masters of the genre. This year's collection is
no exception, including the work of over 30 writers, including: Robert Reed, Alastair Reynolds,
Sarah Monette and Elizabeth Bear, Paul McAuley, Linda Nagata, Indrapreamit Das, Pat Cadigan,
Andy Duncan, Brit Mandelo, Carrie Vaughn and many more. It includes, as ever, Dozois's
magisterial summation of 2012 in SF. Praise for previous editions: This annual compilation of
the previous year's best short stories and novellas, together with a comprehensive summation of
the state of the genre and an extensive "honourable mentions" list, has become an institution over
the past three decades. The Guardian. Quantity as well as quality . . . every piece is a treasure.
The Times. For more than a quarter century, Gardner Dozois's Mammoth Book of Best New SF
has defined the field. It is the most important anthology, not only annually, but overall. Charles
N. Brown, publsiher of Locus Magazine. New authors rub shoulders with old hands, and strong
work from relative novices Hannu Rajaniemi and Lavie Tidhar suggest that SF's future is as
bright as ever. Financial Times.
The Devils of D-Day Nov 29 2019 Unsealing the hatch of a rusty old WWII tank will unleash a
demonic nightmare in this novel by “the master of modern horror” (Library Journal). Thirty-five

years have passed since the Allied invasion of Normandy on D-Day turned the tide of World War
II against Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Reich, and it’s been more than three decades since the
residents of the tiny French village of Le Vey witnessed the horrific slaughter of hundreds of
German soldiers by thirteen black tanks. One of the tanks remains on the outskirts of town—its
hatch mysteriously sealed, trapping its controller inside—only to be discovered by American
surveyor and cartographer Dan McCook. Driven by curiosity and an inexplicable compulsion,
McCook is about to do the unthinkable and release what lives within the tank upon an
unsuspecting world. And once the monstrous occupant reunites with others of its demonic kind, a
new world war will begin, one that threatens to wash the earth in blood and drag every man,
woman, and child through the fiery gates of hell. A chilling and ingeniously original tale of
demonic possession and apocalyptic possibilities, The Devils of D-Day is classic horror at its
best, from the award-winning author of The Manitou.
Gather, Darkness! Jan 12 2021 From a Grand Master of Science Fiction and Fantasy: In a postapocalyptic future, a priest must fight the forces of evil in order to bring freedom to humanity.
Three-hundred and sixty years after a nuclear holocaust ravaged mankind, the world is fraught
with chaos and superstition. Endowed with scientific knowledge lost to the rest of humanity,
Techno-priests of the Great God now rule. Jarles, originally of peasant descent, rises to become a
priest of the Great God. He knows that the gospel is nothing but trickery propagated by nonbelievers. One day, he defies his priestly training and attempts to incite the peasants to
rebel—but Jarles is not the only dissenter trying to bring down the priesthood—witchcraft is
slowly gaining strength and support among the populace. Little does Jarles know his rebellion is

about to throw him headlong into the middle of the greatest holy war the world has ever seen.
Inspection Dec 23 2021 "Josh Malerman is a master at unsettling you-and keeping you offbalance until the last page is turned."-Chuck Wendig, New York Times bestselling author of
Blackbirds J is a student at a school deep in a forest far away from the rest of the world. J is one
of only twenty-six students, all of whom think of the school's enigmatic founder as their father.
J's peers are the only family he has ever had. The students are being trained to be prodigies of art,
science, and athletics, and their life at the school is all they know-and all they are allowed to
know. But J suspects that there is something out there, beyond the pines, that the founder does
not want him to see, and he's beginning to ask questions. What is the real purpose of this place?
Why can the students never leave? And what secrets is their father hiding from them?
Meanwhile, on the other side of the forest, in a school very much like J's, a girl named K is
asking the same questions. J has never seen a girl, and K has never seen a boy. As K and J work
to investigate the secrets of their two strange schools, they come to discover something even
more mysterious: each other.
Blackbirds Oct 01 2022 The first book in the Miriam Black series: “A sassy, hard-boiled thriller
with a paranormal slant” (The Guardian) about a young woman who can see the darkest corners
of the future. Miriam Black knows how you’re going to die. This makes her daily life a living
hell, especially when you can’t do anything about it, or stop trying to. She’s foreseen hundreds of
car crashes, heart attacks, strokes, and suicides. She merely needs to touch you—skin to skin
contact—and she knows how and when your final moments will occur. Miriam has given up
trying to save people; that only makes their deaths happen. But when she hitches a ride with

Louis Darling and shakes his hand, she sees in thirty days that Louis will be murdered while he
calls her name— Louis will die because he met her, and Miriam will be the next victim. No
matter what she does she can’t save Louis. But if she wants to stay alive, she’ll have to try.
“Think Six Feet Under co-written by Stephen King and Chuck Palahniuk” (SFX), and you have
Blackbirds: a visceral, exciting novel about life on the edge.
Station Zero Feb 10 2021 After receiving a mysterious coded message, Zen Starling abandons
his life of luxury and, with the help of sentient trains, goes in search of android Nova, who plans
to reawaken the Railmaker.
The Last Human Mar 14 2021 'Aliens, adventure, mystery, and big ideas in a thoroughly fresh
package' Andy Weir, author of The Martian Sarya is the galaxy's worst nightmare: a Human. But
most days, she doesn't feel like the most terrifying creature in the galaxy. No, most days, she's
got other things on her mind. Like hiding her identity among the hundreds of alien species
roaming the corridors of Watertower Station. Or making sure her adoptive mother doesn't
casually eviscerate one of their neighbors. Again. And most days, she can almost accept that
she'll never know the truth about why humanity was deemed too dangerous to exist, or whether
she really is - impossibly - the lone survivors of a species destroyed a millennium ago. That is,
until an encounter with a bounty hunter leaves her life and her perspective shattered. Thrown into
the universe at the helm of a stolen ship, Sarya begins to uncover an impossible truth. Humanity's
death and her own existence might simply be two moves in a demented cosmic game, one that
might offer the thing she wants most in the universe - a second chance for herself, and one for
humanity. 'Easily the most fun read I've had all year' Clint McElroy, co-author of The Adventure

Zone
Lud-in-the-Mist Mar 26 2022 "The single most beautiful, solid, unearthly, and unjustifiably
forgotten novel of the twentieth century ... a little golden miracle of a book." —Neal Gaiman
Hope Mirrlees penned Lud-in-the-Mist--a classic fantasy, and her only fantasy novel--in 1926.
When the town of Lud severs its ties to a Faerie land, an illegal trade in fairy fruit develops. But
eating the fruit has horrible and wondrous effects. "Helen Hope Mirrlees was born in England in
1887. Mirrlees was a close friend of such literary lights as Walter de la Mare, T.S. Eliot, André
Gide, Katharine Mansfield, Lady Ottoline Morrell, Bertrand Russell, Gertrude Stein, Virginia
Woolf, and William Butler Yeats. Under her own name, she published three novels: Madeleine—
One of Life's Jansenists (1921); The Counterplot (1924); and her 1926 classic fantasy Lud-inthe-Mist, which has acknowledged inspiration to the likes of Neil Gaiman, Mary Gentle,
Elizabeth Hand, Johanna Russ, and Tim Powers."--SF Site "Hope Mirrlees' writing, usually
underrated, moves between gently crazy humour, poetic snatches, real menace, and real
poignancy."—The Encyclopedia of Fantasy
Prospero’s Children Jan 24 2022 English fantasy at its finest, the first in this exciting new trilogy
steps into the gap that exists between The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and Clive Barker’s
Weaveworld.
The Cormorant Aug 07 2020 In the third installment of the suspenseful Miriam Black series,
Miriam is on the road again, having transitioned from “thief” to “killer.” Miriam Black is being
developed as a TV series on Starz with the producers of Breaking Bad. Hired by a wealthy
businessman, Miriam heads down to Florida to practice the one thing she’s good at: knowing

when people are going to die. In her vision she sees the businessman murdered by another’s hand
and on the wall written in blood is a message just for her: She’s expected…
Across a Billion Years Dec 11 2020 Scattered throughout the globe of human-occupied space is
evidence of a civilisation that bestrode the galaxy before humanity was born. Now, a strange
device has been discovered that shows the details of that great civilisation. The details include a
star map and hints that the High Ones are not extinct after all. The map beckons, and humans,
being what they are, will follow. To the next great step in human destiny - or ultimate disaster.
(First published 1969)
Who Fears Death Jan 30 2020 An award-winning literary author enters the world of magical
realism with her World Fantasy Award-winning novel of a remarkable woman in postapocalyptic Africa. Now optioned as a TV series for HBO, with executive producer George R.R.
Martin!
The Djinn Jul 18 2021 Indelbed is a lonely kid living in a crumbling mansion in the super dense,
super chaotic third world capital of Bangladesh. When he learns that his dead mother was a djinn
-- more commonly known as a genie -- and that his drunken loutish father is a sitting emissary to
the djinns (e.g. a magician), his whole world is turned inside out. Suddenly, and for reasons that
totally escape him, his father is found in a supernatural coma, and Indelbed is kidnapped by the
djinn and deliveredto a subterranean prison. Back in the city, his cousin Rais and his family
struggle to make sense of it all, as an impending catastrophe threatens to destroy everything they
know. Needless to say, everything is resting on Indelbed’s next move -- and he’s got a new
partner to help him: the world’s most evil djinn.

A Night in the Lonesome October Dec 31 2019 "One of Zelazny's most delightful books: Jack
the Ripper's dog Snuff narrates a mad game of teams to cause or prevent armageddon." NEIL
GAIMAN All is not what it seems. In the murky London gloom, a knife-wielding gentleman
named Jack prowls the midnight streets with his faithful watchdog Snuff – gathering together the
grisly ingredients they will need for an upcoming ancient and unearthly rite. For soon after the
death of the moon, black magic will summon the Elder Gods back into the world. And all
manner of Players, both human and undead, are preparing to participate. Some have come to
open the gates. Some have come to slam them shut. And now the dread night approaches – so let
the Game begin. Praise for A Night in the Lonesome October: “. . . this book is unique; the
premise, Zelazny's writing and the atmosphere conjured up are something very special indeed.”
“A geek fest extraordinaire with huge wit, warmth and intelligence.” “An absolute gem – how
can you not to like something written from the perspective of Jack the Ripper's super-intelligent
dog?! An outstanding example of truly original fiction.” “This is pure brilliance . . . Highly
recommended.” Editorial reviews: “The last great novel by one of the giants of the genre.”
George R.R. Martin “A madcap blend of horror tropes and fantasy. . . There aren’t many authors
who would set out to write a novel in which the Wolfman and Jack the Ripper were the two
heroes . . . And I’m not sure anyone else could have made it work.” Science Fiction Chronicle
“Sparkling, witty, delightful. Zelazny’s best for ages, perhaps his best ever.” Kirkus Reviews “A
cheerful, witty, well-crafted fantasy . . . Its deft, understated good humor and spare, poetic prose
reaffirm Zelazny as one of fantasy’s most skilled practitioners.” Publishers Weekly
A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World May 04 2020 A "suspenseful, atmospheric tale. .

.punctured by a gut-punch twist" (Entertainment Weekly), A Boy and His Dog at the End of the
World is a story of survival, courage and hope amid the ruins of our world. My name's Griz. I've
never been to school, I've never had friends, and in my whole life I've not met enough people to
play a game of football. My parents told me how crowded the world used to be, before all the
people went away. But we were never lonely on our remote island. We had each other, and our
dogs. Then the thief came. "This unputdownable story has everything -- a well-imagined postapocalyptic world, great characters, incredible suspense, and, of course, the fierce love of some
very good dogs." -- Kirkus (starred review)
Shadowbridge Apr 26 2022 Sprung from a timeless dream, Shadowbridge is a world of linked
spans arching high above glittering seas. It is a world of parading ghosts, inscrutable gods, and
dangerous magic. Most of all, it is a world of stories. No one knows those stories better than
Leodora, a young shadow-puppeteer who travels Shadowbridge collecting the intertwining tales
and myths of each place she passes through, then retells them in performances whose genius has
begun to attract fame . . . and less welcome attention. For Leodora is fleeing a violent past, as are
her two companions: her manager, Soter, an elderly drunkard who also served Ledora’ s father,
the legendary puppeteer Bardsham; and Diverus, her musical accompanist, a young man who has
been blessed, and perhaps cursed, by the touch of a nameless god. Now, as the strands of a
destiny she did not choose begin to tighten around her, Leodora is about to cross the most
perilous bridge of all–the one leading from the past to the future. Shadowbridge is the first novel
in a two-book adventure.
Mockingbird Jun 24 2019 Miriam Black is trying to live an ordinary life, keeping her ability to

see how someone dies hidden...until a serial killer crosses her path. This is the second book in the
Miriam Black series. “Visceral and often brutal, this tale vibrates with emotional rawness that
helps to paint a bleak, unrelenting picture of life on the edge.” —Publishers Weekly Miriam is
trying. Really, she is. But this whole “settling down thing” just isn’t working out. She lives on
Long Beach Island all year in a run-down, double-wide trailer. She works at a grocery store as a
checkout girl. And her relationship with Louis—who’s on the road half the time in his truck—is
subject to the mood swings Miriam brings to everything she does. It just isn’t going well. Still,
she’s keeping her psychic ability—to see when and how someone is going to die just by touching
them—in check. But even that feels wrong somehow. Like she’s keeping a tornado stopped up in
a tiny bottle. Then comes the one bad day that turns it all on her ear.
Something More Than Night Oct 21 2021 Something More Than Night is a Dashiell Hammett
and Raymond Chandler-inspired murder mystery set in Thomas Aquinas's vision of Heaven. It's
a noir detective story starring fallen angels, the heavenly choir, nightclub stigmatics, a priest with
a dirty secret, a femme fatale, and the Voice of God. Somebody has murdered the angel Gabriel.
Worse, the Jericho Trumpet has gone missing, putting Heaven on the brink of a truly cosmic
crisis. But the twisty plot that unfolds from the murder investigation leads to something much
bigger: a con job one billion years in the making. Because this is no mere murder. A small band
of angels has decided to break out of Heaven. They need a human patsy to make their plan work.
Much of the story is told from the point of view of Bayliss, a cynical fallen angel who has
modeled himself on Philip Marlowe. The yarn he spins follows the progression of a Marlowe
novel--the mysterious dame who needs his help, getting grilled by the bulls, finding a stiff,

getting slipped a mickey. Angels and gunsels, dames with eyes like fire, and a grand maguffin,
Ian Tregillis's Something More Than Night is a murder mystery for the cosmos.
A Symphony of Echoes Jul 06 2020 The second book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's
series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets as they hurtle their way around
History. If you love Jasper Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi Taylor.
Wherever the historians go, chaos is sure to follow... Dispatched to Victorian London to seek out
Jack the Ripper, things go badly wrong when he finds the St Mary's historians first. Stalked
through the fog-shrouded streets of Whitechapel, Max is soon running for her life. Again. And
that's just the start. Max finds herself in a race against time when an old enemy is intent on
destroying St Mary's. An enemy willing, if necessary, to destroy History itself. From the
Hanging Gardens of Nineveh to the murder of Thomas a Becket, via an unscheduled dodo rescue
mission, join the historians of St Mary's as they hurtle around History on more hilarious, hairraising escapades Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes
everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A
great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I
wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me
completely hooked' 'A tour de force'
The Book of Hidden Things Aug 31 2022 From "one of the most significant figures of the last
generation of fantasy”, comes Francesco Dimitri's debut novel in English, an enthralling and
seductive fantasy following four old friends and the secrets they keep. Four old school friends
have a pact: to meet up every year in the small town in Puglia they grew up in. Art, the

charismatic leader of the group and creator of the pact, insists that the agreement must remain
unshakable and enduring. But this year, he never shows up. A visit to his house increases the
friends' worry; Art is farming marijuana. In Southern Italy doing that kind of thing can be very
dangerous. They can’t go to the Carabinieri so must make enquiries of their own. This is how
they come across the rumours about Art; bizarre and unbelievable rumours that he miraculously
cured the local mafia boss’s daughter of terminal leukaemia. And among the chaos of his house,
they find a document written by Art, The Book of Hidden Things, which promises to reveal dark
secrets and wonders beyond anything previously known. Francesco Dimitri's first novel written
in English, following his career as one of the most significant fantasy writers in Italy, will
entrance fans of Elena Ferrante, Neil Gaiman and Donna Tartt. Set in the beguiling and seductive
landscape of Southern Italy, this story is about friendship and landscape, love and betrayal; above
all it is about the nature of mystery itself.
Marvel 1602 Apr 02 2020 Award-winning writer Neil Gaiman presents a unique vision of the
Marvel Universe...set four hundred years in the past! Classic Marvel icons such as the X-Men,
Spider-Man, the Fantastic Four and Daredevil are re-imagined in this intriguing world of 17thcentury science and sorcery - instantly familiar to readers, yet subtly different in this new time.
Marvel 1602 combines classic Marvel action and adventure with the historically accurate setting
of Queen Elizabeth's reign, to create a unique series unlike any other published by Marvel
Comics. Neil Gaiman's daringly different Marvel tale has stood the test of time and spawned an
entire universe of sequels - and now, celebrate the 10th anniversary of the story that started it all
with this lush oversized hardcover! Featuring an all-new cover by original series cover artist

Scott McKowen! COLLECTING: Marvel 1602 1-8
The Mist in the Mirror Jul 26 2019 For the last twenty years Sir James Monmouth has been a
gentleman adventurer, journeying all over the globe in the footsteps of his hero, the great
pioneering traveller Conrad Vane. One rainy winter night, Sir James returns to London.
Orphaned at five, it is now time to find out more about his family and origins, and also to learn
about the early years of Conrad Vane. But at every turn James is warned off his investigation into
Conrad Vane. Do these warnings explain his flashes of intense fear and feelings of being
watched? And what of the boy who has started haunting his every step and the mysterious mirror
with its inexplicable reflections? Eventually, Sir James's quest leads him to the old lady of
Kittiscar Hall, and deep into a past that binds him to his hero in ways he never could have
imagined.
The Nine Nov 21 2021 In the dark streets of Corma exists a book that writes itself, a book that
some would kill for... Black market courier Rowena Downshire is just trying to pay her mother’s
freedom from debtor's prison when an urgent and unexpected delivery leads her face to face with
a creature out of nightmares. Rowena escapes with her life, but the strange book she was ordered
to deliver is stolen. The Alchemist knows things few men have lived to tell about, and when
Rowena shows up on his doorstep, frightened and empty-handed, he knows better than to turn
her away. What he discovers leads him to ask for help from the last man he wants to see—the
former mercenary, Anselm Meteron. Across town, Reverend Phillip Chalmers awakes in a cell,
bloodied and bruised, facing a creature twice his size. Translating the stolen book may be his
only hope for survival; however, he soon realizes the book may be a fabled text written by the

Creator Himself, tracking the nine human subjects of His Grand Experiment. In the wrong hands,
it could mean the end of humanity. Rowena and her companions become the target of
conspirators who seek to use the book for their own ends. But how can this unlikely team be sure
who the enemy is when they can barely trust each other? And what will happen when the book
reveals a secret no human was meant to know?
Maybe You Should Talk to Someone: The Workbook Sep 07 2020 "Part of getting to know
yourself is to unknow yourself - to let go of the limiting stories you've told yourself about who
you are so that you can live your life, and not the stories you've been telling yourself about your
life." Lori Gottlieb, New York Times bestselling author of Maybe You Should Talk to Someone
When Maybe You Should Talk to Someone was released into the world, it became an instant
New York Times bestseller and international phenomenon, with readers across the globe finding
their truth in the powerful stories Lori Gottlieb shared from inside her therapy room. As millions
highlighted and underlined page after page, a movement took shape and they asked for more:
Can you take these lessons and create for us a guide as transformative as the book itself? Lori
decided to do just that. In this empowering, one-of-a-kind workbook, Lori offers a step-by-step
process for becoming the author of your own life by giving it a thorough edit. Using eye-opening
concepts, thought-provoking exercises, compelling writing prompts, and real examples from the
patients in the original book, Lori has created an easy-to-follow guide through the journey of
becoming our own editors, examining aspects of our narratives that hold us back, and
discovering the ways in which changing our stories can change our lives. An experience, a
meditation, and a practical toolkit combined into one, Maybe You Should Talk to Someone: The

Workbook is the companion readers have been asking for: a revolutionary method for
understanding which stories to keep and which to revise so that we can create our own personal
masterpieces. By the end of this "unknowing," you will be surprised, inspired, and most of all,
liberated.
Hidden Things Nov 02 2022 A phone call from a soon-to-be-deceased ex-boyfriend launches a
young woman on a bizarre road trip to a dark supernatural world hidden beneath America’s
heartland in this remarkably imaginative debut novel from an electrifying new voice in
contemporary fantasy. With Hidden Things, author Doyce Testerman immediately takes his
place alongside Neil Gaiman, Kim Harrison, and Melissa Marr by viewing modern-day America
through a glass darkly and transforming our mundane world into a place where unseen monsters
and paranormal beings have long inhabited the shadows. Among the Hidden Things in
Testerman’s exceptional first novel are goblins, dragons, a road-weary clown, and creatures that
have never been categorized, joining a smart, tough, courageous female protagonist on a wild
cross-country thrill ride that readers will never forget.
The Raptor & the Wren Aug 26 2019 In the fifth book of the “wildly entertaining” (Kirkus
Reviews) Miriam Black series, Miriam continues her journey to find answers on how to change
her fate and begin to make right some of what she’s done wrong. Armed with new knowledge
that suggests a great sacrifice must be made to change her fate, Miriam continues her quest and
learns that she must undo the tragedies of her past to move forward. One such tragedy is Wren,
who is now a teen caught up in a bad relationship with the forces that haunt Miriam and has
become a killer, just like Miriam. Black must try to save the girl, but what’s ahead is something

she thought impossible…
Choose Your Doom Sep 19 2021 Choose Your Doom: Zombie Apocalypse is a thrilling, fastpaced adventure that pits you, the reader, against the flesh-eating undead. Every page offers a
choice that can result in a grizzly death or bring you one step closer to stopping the zombie
horde. You control the fate of Tobe, a teen-aged slacker living in the shadow of the Cheyenne
Mountain military complex. When a secret experiment goes awry, the citizens of Colorado
Springs are exposed to an alien mold that turns those infected into zombies. With your help,
Tobe must battle the newly undead, wild animals, and the most dangerous creature of all-Man.
Will your decisions help him save the city, or lead him to certain doom?
Black Sun Aug 19 2021 A god will return When the earth and sky converge Under the black sun
In the holy city of Tova the winter solstice is usually a time for celebration and renewal, but this
year it coincides with a solar eclipse, a rare celestial event proscribed by the Sun Priest as an
unbalancing of the world. Meanwhile, a ship launches from a distant city bound for Tova and set
to arrive on the solstice. The captain of the ship, Xiala, is a disgraced Teek whose song can calm
the waters around her as easily as it can warp a man’s mind. Her ship carries one passenger.
Described as “harmless” the passenger, Serapio, is a young man, blind, scarred, and cloaked in
destiny. As Xiala well knows, when a man is described as harmless, he usually ends up being a
villain.
Shatter City Feb 22 2022 Return to the stunning world of IMPOSTORS in this new book by
global bestselling author Scott Westerfeld. When the world sees Frey, they think they see her
twin sister Rafi. Frey was raised to be Rafi's double, and now she's taken on the role . . . without

anyone else knowing. Her goal? To destroy the forces that created her. But with the world
watching and a rebellion rising, Frey is forced into a detour. Suddenly she is stranded on her own
in Paz, a city where many of the citizens attempt to regulate their emotions through an interface
on their arms. Paz is an easy place to get lost . . . and also an easy place to lose yourself. As the
city comes under a catastrophic attack, Frey must leave the shadows and enter the chaos of
warfare - because there is no other way for her to find her missing sister and have her revenge
against her murderous father.
Thirteenth Child Jun 04 2020 Eff must finally get over believing she is bad luck and accept that
her special training in Aphrikan magic, and being the twin of the seventh son of a seventh son,
give her extraordinary power to combat evil magical creatures.
The Spine of the World Oct 28 2019 New York Times–bestselling series: Join barbarian hero
Wulfgar on another action-packed adventure in the Legend of Drizzt saga Spending just one day
in the torture chambers of the Abyss would be enough to break even the heartiest soul. Wulfgar
of Icewind Dale was there for six miserable years. Though Wulfgar has since been freed, he is
still haunted by the memories of the pain he endured at his captor Errtu's hands. Hoping to
distance himself from his past, he flees to the faraway port city of Luskan—but in so doing,
isolates himself from his friends and develops an unhealthy penchant for booze. For Wulfgar,
things get worse before they get better. Fired from his gig at a tavern, robbed of his warhammer,
and accused of murder, he goes on the run with Morik the Rogue—beginning a dangerous,
combat-filled journey toward his redemption. The Spine of the World is the second book in the
Paths of Darkness series and the twelfth installment in the Legend of Drizzt series.

A Murder of Crows Jul 30 2022 Seventeen Tales of Monsters and the MacabreA collection of
short horror, ghost, and dark fantasy stories for adults, woven together by a flock of crows,
telling stories to entertain a girl trying to survive a tragedy...A storytelling crow named Machado
strikes up an unlikely friendship with a young girl who tells herself stories. Without mate or
chicks, he finds in her the daughter he never had. Then one day, evil erupts at the girl's
house.The flock of crows abduct the girl, carrying her to a secret hiding place while all hell
breaks loose at home. To comfort her, they tell her stories of ghosts, horror, and hauntings-none
of which are as heavy as the story she contains within herself...
Diary of a Haunting Oct 09 2020 After her parents' high-profile divorce, sixteen-year-old Paige
is forced to leave Los Angeles for a rambling Victorian mansion in small-town Idaho where she
soon notices strange occurrences that seem to be building toward some unspeakable horror.
Agent to the Stars May 16 2021 As an ambitious young agent, Thomas Stein knows all about
the art of the deal, even if his actors aren't quite A-list material. But he's about to receive some
out-of-this-world clients - literally. The space-faring Yherajk have come to Earth to talk
interstellar peace. One problem: they're also hideous, and smell like rotting fish. For Stein, it's a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to become the hottest name in Hollywood. Or on the planet. Yet
it's one thing to land a client's blockbuster film role - and quite another to negotiate for an entire
alien race. He'll need every ounce of his charm, wit and wiles. But even with these considerable
talents, can he really give the Yherajk the makeover they need to shine on the world's stage?
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